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At first we should know what is technical analysis? 

Technical analysis is the practical price action that may help you to make a buy and sell decision. Most  

technical analysis  are done using charts with different pattern and chart bar. So technical analysis are 

sometimes called chartist. Fundamental analysis ( market economic analysis) are always basis of 

technical analysis hence fundamental analysis  always scorn from technical analysis. So it may be said 

that  technical analysis is more important than fundamental analysis. 

Why we should use candlesticks pattern: 

Without any doubt we know that candlesticks pattern is the most popular chart pattern among bar 

charts and line charts and  90%-95% trader use it  for their easy technical analysis .Most of the time 

market move based  price action and to understand it candlesticks chart patterns are very vital.  

From candle sticks pattern we can get “pinbar” which is most relevant pattern that help to understand 

the market movement easily. Basically if pinbar reject important price movement level then market 

move in inverse direction. But it is not right that every pinbar will work 100%! so we need to understand  

the correct and suitable pinbar to be mastered in forex .  

Here I am going to discuss most important candlesticks pattern which help you to understand the price 

action strategy of the market properly and to make right trading decision. 

 

Basic Bullish and bearish Candlesticks Patterns: 
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Here you see bullish and bearish candlesticks chart pattern. In where bullish chart patterns 

opened at lower and closed at higher that means buyer are coming . For the bearish 

candlesticks pattern is open at higher and closed at lower which means sellers are coming. 

 

 

Basic bullish and bearish Candlesticks pattern’s pinbar: 

 

 

i) The bullish pinbar refers that the market should be bullish because its body in the upper side 

and tail in the lower side.  

ii) For bearish pinbar give the region to be downtrend and here sellers are coming with more 

energy which is indicated as the tail are upper level and body is the lower level. 

 

Different Types of candlesticks pattern study : 

The name of the candlesticks patterns are come from interesting words and I am going to 

describe these with easy language and shortly. 

 

 

 



# Hammer:  

 

i)This pinbar give bullish signal of the market price and it comes after a long down trend. 

ii) The range of closing and opening price is small and it’s body may be green or red. So when 

you see this pinbar then you can make a decision for BUY. 

In a words it shows that- 

-buyers are comming in  

-buy when price close above high of hammer 

- give stop loss below hammer 

 

# Hanging Man: 

 

( i) This pinbar is same to the hammer but it comes from after a significant uptrend.  

(ii) When hanging man pinbar is found you can make a SELL decision with proper analysis. 

 



 

#Doji :  

 

  

i) The doji comes when price opened and closed at the same position. 

ii)  There are four kinds of doji candlesticks patterns these are star doji, gravestone doji, 

dragonfly doji, fourprice doji. These are the most significant pinbar and help to make you 

correct decision to enter the market.  

iii) When doji comes after a significant down trend then you can make a BUY decision and when 

it comes after a up trend then you can make sell decision. 

 

Shooting Star: 

 

(i)It comes after a long bullish trend these means buyers are going out and sellers are coming. 

(ii)You can make a SELL trade when price close below the shooting start candlesticks pattern. 

(iii)Put  tight stop loss at the above of shooting star. 



Morning Star: 

 

i) It may form after a short down trend. The higher it has low higher shadow and low lower 

shadow. 

ii) The opening and closing price may close . It might be bullish after the bearish candlesticks 

pattern. 

iii) It may help you for opening a BUY trade as buyers are starting to come in the market. 

 

Evening Star: 

 

i) Evening star is just opposite to the morning star candlesticks pattern. It means that the 

buyers are going out from the market and sellers are beginning to enter the market 

ii) It is a bearish pinbar so it might help you to make a SELL trade. 

 

 



Bullish Engulfing: 

 

i) Bullish Engulfing comes from the pure downtrend and sellers get trapped as more buyers are 

coming with more energy. 

ii) If may help you to make buy decision if the next candle closed at uppers level compare this 

bullish candle. 

 

Bearish Engulfing: 

 

(i)This is another bearish candlesticks pattern and it may opens after a gave pattern. 

(ii)If it formed at the resistance level then you can make a decision for SELL. 

 

 

 

 

Dark Cloud Cover: 



 

i) After a bullish candlesticks pattern if the red candle or bearish candle opens at higher then 

bullish candle and end closed at the lower compare of bullish candle than dark cloud cover 

candlesticks pattern is formed , you can make a decision for SELL. 

ii) open make a quick decision for SELL you can wait for the next candle for confirmation. 

 

 

Harami: 

 

i) When the bearish candlesticks pattern is opened lower compare to  the bullish pattern and 

closed at the upper level then harami or bearish pattern is formed . 

ii) This candle can help you for making a SELL decision at the resistance level. 

 

 

 

 



Warning: Don’t make quick decision for opening a sell or buy trade  when you see a pinbar 

or significant candlesticks pattern. You should careful about the fundamental news publishing 

time, analysis the market with support resistance, pivot point , fibo retracement etc. After all 

you can make a decision for opening a proper and true trade with managing a stable money 

management rule. 

Visit Us at www.forexfunction.com for free forex signals & more 

article .  

                             Thank You  
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